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ABSTRACT

Studies on the life and thought of Turkish Islamic activist Said Nursi, colloquially known as Bediuzzaman or ‘wonder of the age,’ have increased both in intellectual breadth and quality over the past decade. Whereas this work has tended to focus on Nursi’s theology, theosophy, hermeneutical method, and approach to the modern sciences, comparatively little scholarly attention has been paid to Nursi’s social and political thought. This relative lack of scholarship seems strangely unwarranted, considering Nursi’s impact on Islamic social activism since the end of one-party rule in Turkey. Indeed, given the increased influence of Islamic social movements and political parties in Turkey – most notably the ruling Justice and Development Party (AKP) and the national and international organizations of Fethullah Gülen – inquiry into the socio-political, religious, and philosophical roots of these groups becomes all the more necessary.

Such inquiry leads invariably to Said Nursi, whose corpus of writing – particularly his Qur’anic commentary, the Risale-i Nur – reveals a strain of explicitly political thought designed to fuse the republicanism of the Kemalist state with his own brand of neo-Sufi Islamism. Understanding this deep intellectual history in Turkish Islam is imperative for developing a nuanced understanding of contemporary Turkish society and politics.

SAID NURSİ:

Said Nursî (1877–23 March 1960), likewise spelled Said-i Nursî, authoritatively Said Okur and generally known with the honorific Bediüzzaman, was a Kurdish Sunni Muslim scholar. He composed the Risale-i Nur Collection, a group of Qur’anic critique surpassing six thousand pages. Trusting that present day science and rationale was the method for the future, he upheld showing religious sciences in common schools and cutting edge sciences in religious school.

Bediuzzaman Said Nursi was born early one spring morning in the village of Nurs, a small hamlet in the province of Bitlis in eastern Turkey. The year was 1289 according to the Rumi calendar then in use in the Ottoman Empire, that is, 1873. The circumstances into which he was born were humble; the house, of sun-dried brick, one of twenty or so built against the south-facing slope of a valley in the towering Taurus Mountains to the south of Lake Van.

Even at his birth the child displayed signs of being exceptional. It is said that on coming into the world he peered around attentively, his look fairly frightening those present. It was as if he was going to speak.

He did not cry, just clenched his fists. Then they chanted the call to prayer in his ears, and named him SAID. Said’s mother was called Nuriye, and his father, a villager with a small holding of land, was Mirza. They were a Kurdish family. Said was the fourth of seven children. The two eldest were girls, Dürriye and Hanım, then came his elder brother, Abdullah. Said was followed by two more boys, Mehmed and Abdulmecid, and last was a girl, Mercan. Mirza’s

forbears had come originally from Cizre on the Tigris. Also known as ‘Sufi’ Mirza, he died in the 1920’s and was buried in the graveyard at Nurs. At the head of his grave stands a rough uncut stone with simply the name ‘Mirza’ etched on it. Nuriye, Said’s mother was from the village of Bilkan, three hours distant from Nurs. Like her husband, she was devout and virtuous. She died during the First World War and was also buried in Nurs. In later years, Said was to say: “From my mother I learnt compassion, and from my father, orderliness and regularity.”

Said passed his early years with his family in Nurs. Long winters in the village, short summers in the higher pastures or in the gardens and fields along the river banks in the valley bottom. A short growing season, but sufficient to meet the villagers’ needs. A life close to the natural world, in harmony with its rhythms and cycles, full of wonders for an aware and responsive child like Said. He was unusually intelligent, always investigating things, questioning and seeking answers. Years later when explaining how scholarly metaphors may degenerate into superstition “when they fall into the hands of the ignorant”, he himself described an occasion which illustrates this.

1.2 EARLY LIFE

Said Nursi was conceived in Nurs, a Kurdish town in the Bitlis Vilayet (region) of the Ottoman Empire, in eastern Anatolia. He got his initial instruction from researchers of the place where he grew up, where he demonstrated dominance in philosophical civil arguments. In the wake of adding to a notoriety for Islamic information, he was nicknamed “Bediuzzaman”, signifying “The most extraordinary and predominant individual of the time”. He was welcomed by the legislative leader of the Vilayet of Van to stay inside of his residency. In the representative's library, Nursi accessed a file of investigative information he had not had entry to beforehand. Said Nursi additionally took in the Ottoman Turkish dialect there. Amid this time, he added to an arrangement for college instruction for the Eastern areas of the Ottoman Empire. By joining experimental and religious (Islamic) instruction, the college was required to propel the philosophical considerations of these districts. Be that as it may, he was put on trial in 1909 for his evident inclusion in the Ottoman countercoup of 1909 against the liberal change development named the Committee of Union and Progress, yet he was cleared and discharged. He was dynamic amid the late Ottoman Caliphate as an instructive reformer and promoter of the solidarity of the people groups of the Caliphate. He proposed instructive changes to the Ottoman Sultan AbdulHamid expecting to put the conventional Madrasah (theological school) preparing, Sufism (tasawwuf) and the advanced sciences in dialog with one another.

PERSPECTIVE TOWARDS ISLAM:

"For sure, all that you say must genuine, however it is not right to say everything genuine. On the off chance that now and again it is harming, then noiseless. Be that as it may, there is no fatwa for lying. All that you say must be reality, yet you don't have the privilege to say everything that is valid." (Badiuzzaman Said al-Nursi)

At the start, I might want to express my hottest appreciation to the Director of The Istanbul Foundation

for Science and Culture for his welcome to me to show a point which will talk about the suppositions of the general Said Nursi's thoughts, at the gathering International Symposium "Breathing life into Faith, Meaning and Peace in a Multicultural World: The Risale-i Nur's Approach." It is an honor for me to be welcomed here to exhibit a paper at this the seventh International Symposium.

The title of my paper is "Said Nursi's Thought on Community Development." This paper is a straightforward endeavor which will comprehend to the Nursi's thoughts on group improvement in view of Risale-i Nur. My motivation in this composition need to see a few suppositions of Said Nursi on group improvement which I am continually supposing it. Since, as a Muslim adherent, and Said Nursi comprehended the Al-Qur'an exhaustively, I need to know, Is Said Nursi talked about the standards of group advancement. Positively, not the slightest bit this article should debilitate the topic (the theme), yet it looks for just to attract regard for a few angles that will ideally as indicated by Said Nursi. It is motivation from Risale-i Nur. This article, along these lines, is a study to comprehend Nursi's thoughts for group improvement, or the standards of group advancement as indicated by Said Nursi.

Said Nursi, and he was referred to as well as Badiuzzaman (light of period), was conceived in 1876 in the town of Nurs in Biltis of eastern Anatolia, Turkey. His guardian is Mirza and Nuriyyah. They take to heart their youngsters religion training. His most seasoned sibling, Molla Abdullah is a teacher. Said Nursi was initially instructed by the his most seasoned sibling. At that point, he proceeded with his study in sufi social occasions and took after the madrasah educational program and a few researchers (‘ulama’). He adapted vivaciously, in this manner he all that much comprehend to ‘ulum al-noise. Be that as it may, he learned advanced sciences as well and fathomed it.1 Thus, he have width of vision and information about establishment precepts of Islamic religion and his general public issues. In this way, he was known as a pioneer, faqih, sufi, da‘i, teacher, gainful author, and sacred Qur'an mediator and alert and flexible contender. We can be tell that Said Nursi is a researcher (‘ulama) know it all10.

In this way, Said Nursi is one of twentieth century Turkish an incredible present day Muslim mastermind. His scholarly notoriety as extraordinary mastermind among Turkish Muslims can be seen from his fantastic work, Kulliyat Rasa'il al-Nur, in which he profoundly and comprehensively talks about the verses of the Qur'an and Hadits inside of the settings of the genuine issue of mankind amid his time from Qur'anic point of view. Hence, I would call his work Tafsir Rasa'il al-Nur.

Nursi's comprehension of the verses of the Qur'an in connection to the reasons and arrangements of different social issue demonstrate that he is an awesome mufassir. By the his width learning, in the event that he translate to verses of the Qur'an, he generally joined its with his general public issues eagerly, then he examines the issues with most researchers (‘ulama’) and people groups in Turkey. In this settings, Said Nursi said, truly that thoughts need to an elucidation as indicated by Qur'an, every period there is standards and requirements to mediator (mufassir). The components and occasions is progressive.

As indicated by M. Hakan Yavuz, that "Nursi's comprehension of Islam depended on his comprehension of human instinct. He trusted that sure attributes are inherent to all human being."3 Beside it is, yet the his comprehension of Islam, as indicated by me, he was base on specific qualities of human life. He was comprehended of Islam normatively base on the Qur'anic approach and relevantly with reality of social life. Thusly, If he talks about teaching of Islam in the Holy Qur'an, he generally joined it with society issues

and he generally to make answers for every issue inside Islamic point of view.

Nursi's inventive and forthcoming thoughts in connection to the issues of Muslim society demonstrate that he is avid to free his kin oblivionness, destitution, clashes, backwardness, moral corruption brought on by despot government. He needs Muslim society to be a regarded group guided by the Qur'an and Sunnah of the Prophet. For this reasons, Nursi stresses the significance of religious awarness among Muslims in view of tauhid or confidence, akhlaq al-karimah, syura, opportunity, information, equity, peace, solidarity, and fraternity. He trusts that this standards ar fundamental establishment for the creating hablumminallah (association with Allah) and hablummininannas (relationship among people). As per me, the most imperative issues being confronted by Said Nursi in his compositions in the connection to the life social issues are confidence, moral (akhlaq al-karimah), syura (majority rule government) and flexibility, equity, fellowship, quiet, training and science, politic and government, development and different issues. This paper locations to treat to eight issues, are confidence (iman), moral (akhlaq al-karimah), syura (majority rule government) and flexibility, equity, peace, fraternity, information and solidarity as the standards of Mulim group advancement.11

2.2 PRINCIPLE OF FAITH

Islam as religion was told that one of his critical teachins is confidence (iman). The confidence is imperative in human life. Said Nursi Said, an adherent to Allah is understanding to his Creator and devotee Him, the Creator. What's more, the main devotee will get to the state of security and live in peace.

The great confidence, as indicated by Said Nursi, to comprise of accept to Allah, holy messengers, prophets, Holy Books, henceforth and taqdir.5 The capacity of confidence can to carry closer devotee with his Creator. Confidence will approach human with solid pack and he depend on Allah. In this way, he will indicate characteristics of God inside of him self. Confidence will direct heart, brain, disposition and conduct with direction of Allah so he will discover great activity (ihsan) in his life.6 Apparently, Said Nursi trusted that confidence is the essentialness asset for improvement of man's scholarly shortcoming. He said that a man have religion confidence by request (al-iman al-haqiqi) not confidence through impersonation (al-iman al-taqlid) dependably to take a gander at things is perfect, opportunity of preference, the objective of his life is ridhallah, on the grounds that he accepted to God.

A Muslim," as per Said Nursi, as written by M. Yakan Yavuz, "must be ask why he or she is made and how one comes to exist. In the wake of getting to be aware of these inquiries, Muslim can build a group withs cognizance. He contended that all ethics - equity, peace, trustworthiness, honesty and love-radiate from confidence in a higher judge and religiously based good statutes; though insurgency, selfishness, abuse and destitution are all results of the absence of confidence and good presepts."7 The confidence to fortify most profound sense of being as channel for his ethical quality. Regardless of, Said Nursi trusted that since religion is inherent to human instinct, the absence of religion as the wellspring of numerous contentions and wars.

As per Said Nursi, the confidence is result of where the nonattendence of God in broad daylight space. For the arrangement of the issue, he offered so God back or present to the general population space.8 And the best way to deal with this pressure is by adding to a full association with Allah. Unitng with Allah as the proof of human's religion confidence (hablum minallah). What's more, if the confidence application by every

individuals throughout his life and society as standard of fellowship, the fraternity as wellspring of peace and concordance (hablum minannas).  

2.3 PRINCIPLE OF MORAL (AKHLAQ AL-KARIMAH)

In his compositions, said Nursi all that much consideration regarding advancement of society with great good. Its for him to builds up all human activity and character. The great ethic-moral (akhlaq) is measurement for entire human activity or the great society affected by great lesson of every individuals. Al-Qur'an and Hadits, Said Nursi, requested to humanity to improvement moral building and draw a good from Muhammad prophet. The boths Holy books as regulations wellspring of Islam have ethic-moral request generally. This thought, it appears, he bases tothis articulation: "Islam is a leniency for public."  

Said Nursi saw that use of the Qur'an tenets about ethic-moral by every Muslim in his life and society as establishment for good building of ummah (group or country). The great good turn into an establishment of social life. He trusted that great good is inherent to every person. The malicious lesson of a general public as wellsprings of numerous contentions, disagreeableness, shades of malice and even wars.

PRINCIPLE OF SYURA (DEMOCRACY) AND FREEDOM

Syura is one of mainstays of group improvement. Application syura in life society and government to set up peace and social amicability. The importance of syura is discussion undertakings or issue of perspectives in human life. Allah Said: "and counsel them of issues," and "who (direct) their undertakings by common discussion." Consultation is the watchword of the syura, and propose the perfect route in which a decent man ought to lead shrouded issues, so that, he may not get to be pretentious, and he may not daintily desert the obligations which create on him as an identity whose improvement checks in seeing Allah. Foundation of syura in sociological methodology is a requirement for every individuals to explain his issues, so that, to stay away from of contention between them.

By the syura, their behavior in life is open and dictated by shared meeting between the individuals who are qualified for a voice, in private local undertakings, as in the middle of spouse and wife, or other dependable individuals from the family: in issues of business, as between accomplices or parties intrigued: in state issues as in the middle of rulers and ruled, or as between distinctive bureaus of organization to save the solidarity of organization.

5 PRINCIPLE OF JUSTICE

Equity is one of the premise of social life and vital requirement for every person, each general public and all countries. To acknowledge of equity is an exceptionally significance in social life, Islam focused on so that every person, each group in the public arena and government need to take an interest to complete equity in the entire of the life perspectives. The word which implies equity shows up in the Qur'an 27 times, in vast settings of life perspectives are the court, business, monetary, politic and human rights. Said Nursi said, that individual rights can not vanished by society. As an individual from society, his rights need to spared by part all of society. The significance of this announcement, every individual have rights to discover his rights which requested by educating of Islam, and society regard for the rights. He contended, to vanish singular rights will brings about clashes.

6 PRINCIPLE OF PEACE

Human is a social being, peace happen in social connection between and among human person. Similarly struggle happens in social connection between and among human people. Peace is vital when there is struggle or not, but rather peace is all the more critically ought to better be comprehended to exist when all individuals from the general public can build up their abilities and possibilities. In this manner, peace is the essential of group improvement. Without peace,  


each individual and all individuals from the general public are not underestimated security.

Al-Qur'an extremely pushed about of peace in human life. The word peace is same importance with the word salam. This word shows up in the Qur'an 157 times, a descriptive word 50 times, and a verb 28 times. Islam is the name of the Religion, Islamic Religion. Its got from the same root al-salam, which mean peace. In this way, Islam is a religion peace. In what way was specified, that between the equity and peace is interrelation. To construct equity in the meantime will understand the equity in human life. Said Nursi said, along these lines, that peace won't get to be actually and reality in the public eye, if there is no equity between individuals all of society; between open society and first class, in the middle of poor and rich.

The premise of equity is affection, to have extraordinary compassion and leniency of tip top to open society, to serve open society and have appreciation to world class.

PRINCIPLE OF BROTHERHOOD AND UNITY

The word fellowship is same importance with the word al-ukhuwwah. Fraternity is connection between two individual and between gatherings of society. As indicated by Said Nursi, the fraternities comprise of Islamic fellowship and nationality fraternity. The idea of fraternity in Islam can to unite inside of the fold of Islam, that is independent of specific standpoint, recollecting those various ties of solidarity that inspire love, fellowship and accord. Rehearse the fellowship, Said Nursi said, is adoration and co-operation which was persistently called by several Qur'anic verses and conventions of the Prophet.

To set up the fellowship with all of individuals from the Muslim Society as a union religion that is more grounded than the union of the worldly. Therefore, he expressed in the fraternity need to respect of the considerable number of people's by and large, thus that giving up from awesome aggregate honor for individual, childish, aggressive, minor acclaim and eminence. Since, everybody has a fiendishness telling soul, and some of the time the spirit's feelings impact certain veins of character, and represent to a degree disregarding the heart, mind, and soul. It is implying that the fellowship have base on uniformity and we ready to administer our self and keep away from of the awful trademark. He contended, "the most sibling aides and bolsters sibling; he finishes his administration."14

Islam as belief and Righteous Action

As a Muslim researcher he considers Islam and the Qur'an to be an expansive general game plan of Allah's acquisitions which concern every side of human life and handle the past, the present and the inevitable destiny of the entire mankind. Pushing on this point Said Nursi underlines that the Qur'an made an adjustment in social life in this world in so splendid, bright, and genuine a configuration, and acknowledged such a change in both men's souls, and hearts, and spirits, and minds, and in their own particular lives, social lives, and political lives, and continued with and composed that change. Moreover, the Qur'an is a coordinator; it is the reason of the Clear Religion, and the foundation of the universe of Islam. It changed human social life, and is the reaction to the repeated request of its diverse classes.

The researcher assumes that in illustrating helper matters of the Shari'ah and laws of social life, the Qur'an at once raises the points of view of those it areas to lifted, across the board centers, and changing a fundamental style into a lifted one and bearing in the Shari'ah to rule in Divine solidarity, it exhibits to it is both a book of law and orders and sagacity, and a book of the statutes of certainty and conviction. Yet, for Said Nursi the essential component of Islam involves in insoluble joining the considerations and religious values together with their execution for all intents and purposes. In such way he not by the way points out that Islam as a religion does not include just of conviction; its second half is decent movement.

SAID AL NURSI BOOKS FOR ISLAM

Said Nursi (1876-1960) was the most persuasive figure in twentieth century Muslim grant. He was the

organizer of what is seemingly Turkey's most essential famous religious gathering, the Nur Movement ('Nurculuk'), which looked for - and looks for - to encourage Islamic sensibilities through an arrangement of training taking into account Nursi's thoughts. In any case, for a hefty portion of his followers, who number now in their millions, Said Nursi speaks to significantly more than only a religious educator. As they see it, he was additionally the forecasted 'renewer', the 'mujaddid', who - as indicated by Muslim convention - would show up toward the start of every century to restore Islam and reinterpret the principles of the Qur'an as per the needs of the day.Yet for all who adore him, Nursi has the same number of spoilers. To some, he was a wolf in sheep's clothing and a liar: a man whose life was brimming with disagreements. To others, a Kurd in the pay of the Communists and a plain defender of insurgency. In such a large number of ways his life and what he remained for reverberation the undeniably risky polarization in Turkey between Islamic traditionalism and the secularism built up by Ataturk.

This short book offers a beyond any doubt manual for the wild verbal confrontations encompassing Said Nursi's life, thought and real compositions. It will be basic perusing for every one of those inspired by Turkey, and in the severe force battles inside of the nation in the middle of "religionists" and "secularists"15.

3.1 SAID NURSI WRITING
In the prior years and amid the First World War, Said Nursi started composing a discourse on the Qur'an in Arabic, entitled Ishārāt al-Ijāz fi Mazann al-Ijāz. The focal thought of this discourse was to give an explanation of the matchlessness of the Qur'an by considering the specific persuasiveness of its style and the compactness of its assertion order. The Qur'an itself recommends at a few places that its style can't be imitated, in this way offering ascend to an unmistakable artistic type in Islamic rational theology. Said Nursi talks about a few parts of this Qur'anic contention in the twenty-fifth expression of his Risale-i Nur gathering, a treatise on the miraculousness of the Qur'an.16 Toward the start of this treatise, he cites surah al-isrā' as takes after: "Say: 'If the entire of mankind and Jinns were to assemble to create the like of this Qur'an, they couldn't deliver the like thereof, regardless of the possibility that they moved down one another with help and bolster." Said Nursi clarifies that, in spite of the fact that most of the general population of the Arabian Peninsula around then were uneducated, verse and expert articulation were exceedingly refreshing, and that a supreme type of persuasiveness was thought to be the most noteworthy supernatural occurrence. The Qur'an's expert articulation, consequently, demonstrates its awesome source, and the content itself affirms this by posturing difficulties to the artists and speakers: "And if ye are in uncertainty in the matter of what We have uncovered every once in a while to Our hireling, then deliver a Sūrah like thereunto; and call your witnesses or aides (if there are any) other than Allah, if your (questions) are valid."

SAID ALNURSI-CALL FOR ISLAM IN TURKEY
Towards the end of the nineteenth century the Islamic world saw the rise of various imperative identities among masterminds and the 'ulama.. They attempted to discover the responses to the customary inquiry of why Muslims had stayed in reverse notwithstanding others' advancement. Contemporary Islamic thought started to take structure inside of the system of the thoughts that these recognized persons set forward. Said Nursi (1873-1960), known as Bediuzzaman, was a standout amongst the most conspicuous of these 'ulama and masterminds. He saw plainly the significance of reestablishment and

---


reproduction in Islam, and attempted to discover the arrangements that adjusted most nearly to the requirements of the age.2 This paper will focus on talking about Bediuzzaman's position inside of the development for recharging in contemporary Islamic thought, and the thoughts he set forward as answers for the issues confronted by Islamic culture this century.

Said Nursi's Programme for Renewal
Much the same as other reformist masterminds who bolstered recharging, both past and contemporary, the topic of the recovery of Islam took in front of the rest of the competition in Bediuzzaman's system for reestablishment; this inquiry was pin-pointed as the fundamental issue with which Islamic culture was confronted. Bediuzzaman affirmed that Islamic culture was harrowed with an ailment from which it must be spared, and this must be achieved by taking after the Holy Qur'an.3 In this project, Bediuzzaman talks about various elements lying behind the decrease and backwardness of Muslims.4 These are identified as depression, the passing of honesty, adoration for animosity, the devotees not knowing the brilliant binds tying them to each other, tyranny, and constraining endeavors to what is actually helpful.

Bediuzzaman expressed that so as to cure these deadly diseases that had spread through Islamic culture subsequent to the control of Baghdad by the Mongols in 656/1258, faith in the truths of religion must be fortified, the call to conviction must be recharged, and the immaculate embodiment of Islam must be come back to by method for sparing the conviction of others. Bediuzzaman trusted his capacity was to serve conviction, while he made it his objective to change the establishments on which conviction is based. For however immovably a building is established, to that degree it will have the capacity to opposes outside influences.7 It was a direct result of this that he unyieldingly harped on confidence in Divine Unity (Tawhid). This was not just as a dynamic precept of conviction, he managed it from the perspective of right lead in a path fitting to today's conditions and with regards to the genuine way of Islam. However, from where might today's man discover the quality to take after this otherworldly preparing despite the requests of common life, without drawing far from the conviction that this life is nothing other than a scaffold passing on him to the Hereafter? Bediuzzaman gives answers to these inquiries by accentuating that man ought to prepare his own particular soul and be saturated with another dominical shading, and that he ought to receive a wide range of ethicalness and hone acts of kindness so to pick up the joy of God and His Prophet.9

Bediuzzaman set down six standards to battle the decay, backwardness, and ailment endured by contemporary Islamic culture. These were trust, honesty, love, equity, fraternity, and consultation.10 The methods of the programme for renewal, and the fields in which it would be applied
Bediuzzaman put himself forward as a model for his understudies, companions and adherents. In the event that we investigate the wide diagrams of his life and especially the period known as that of the New Said, from 1926 to when he passed on in 1960, we should find in all their clarity his thoughts, fearlessness, honesty, affection for opportunity, and his closeness to those closest to him and absolution of them. Said Nursi and his understudies embraced the hoisted obligation which may be compressed as "exhibiting the truths of the Qur'an with unequivocal, insightful proofs."12 This obligation would have been absolutely ineffectual in re-setting up the conviction of society on firm, valid standards if flexibility had not been guarded and tyranny opposed.13 According to Bediuzzaman, equity, the Shari'a, and equity in the region of common success must be acknowledged through a fair constitution. He attempted to attach flexibility to the Shari'a, and standards and fundamentals of Islam. In the meantime, he didn't allow himself or his understudies to specifically challenge or battle the administrations of the day, and stayed remote from legislative issues, which would have shaped a hindrance to their fundamental obligation of preparing individuals, reinforcing their conviction, acting in the way Islam
orders, and continually reviewing God and the great beyond; he did whatever it takes not to go into this sphere.15

Bediuuzzaman accordingly focused on social request, influence, and progressive change. In the event that the standard of open request is inspected precisely, it will be seen that he earnestly had faith in it and in the need of averting insurgency. He additionally called individuals to religion most viably, offering them direction. He put stock in continuous change and dismisses precipitateness. For request and slow change are the premise of the entire universe of presence. That is, their presence refuses defilement. Bediuzzaman approached individuals to realize a general public requested by the regular law of slow improvement and flawlessness. Since Bediuzzaman bolstered adjusted change, he didn't bolster Islamic culture setting out on an interior jihad. He expressed that the method for jihad must be utilized stuck in an unfortunate situation against an outer adversary. Outfitted battle in the general importance was admissible just against an outer adversary. To endeavor furnished battle inside of the domain of Islam would just offer ascent to disagreement. Also, this would please just the foes of Islam, perpetually sitting tight for the Muslims to fall into challenges. In the meantime, Bediuzzaman was against the entryway of ijtihad (autonomous judgements of the Law) being opened. However much he put stock in the significance of its staying open, in his perspective there were obstructions keeping its being entered this age, which is so full of challenges:

"Right now of disavowal and the attacks of the traditions of Europe and the army of advancements and the demolition of misguidance, to open up new entryways in the bastion of Islam for the sake of ijtihad, and make openings that will be the method for those twisted on pulverization scaling the dividers and entering it, is a wrongdoing against Islam."

CONCLUSION

Turkish religious leader Said Nursî (1876-1960) was an Islamic philosopher who authored the Risale-i Nur Collection, a huge Quranic commentary of more than five thousand pages. A man of enormous influence in Middle Eastern politics and religion, he is credited with helping to inspire resurgence in the Islam faith through his writings and teachings. It was Bediuzzaman's view that Islam would dominate the future, but that this would only be realized through the truths of the Qur'an. This could only be realized if all Muslims could come together as a firmly bonded family. For this reason, Bediuzzaman called on the Arabs, Turks, and other Muslims to assist one another, and in the face of the threats of the enemies of Islam, who ever took advantage of the Muslims' decline and poverty, to give up their laziness and indifference.

In his rich, full life, Said Nursî witnessed and experienced much. As both an observer and participant during his eighty–four years, he lived through the decline of the Ottoman Empire, World War I and the emergence of the modern Turkish Republic. An influential Islamic teacher and philosopher, he also endured religious oppression and suffered through prolonged periods of exile and imprisonment. He was resilient, however, and emerged as an important teacher and philosopher who inspired generations of students who embraced his writings.
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